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Self Retracting Hose Reel

Wall 
mounted

Ceiling 
mounted

Mounted on a vacuum arm

Up ‘n Away

Micro Switch
Pulling the hose is all it takes to activate 
the vacuum cleaner. Fast and easy.

Hinge and Locking Pin
Simple and easy installation 
of the hose reel

The Up ‘n Away offers three mounting 
possibilities; mount it on a wall, mount it on 
the ceiling or mount it on a vacuum arm to 
further increase its working area by 1, 2 or 3 
meters.

Up ‘n Away increases efficiency and cleanliness in all environments. User-friendly and easy to access, this hose reel 
offers an ergonomic solution which will also reduce cleaning times as it is always near-by and ready for action. 

Being suspended, the hose remains cleaner, longer, as it rarely comes in contact with the floor.

While not cleaning, you will not hear a peep from the Up ‘n Away as it is completely silent. The whole process is 
easy for the user; they simply have to pull on the hose to begin. Behind the scene however, there is a domino effect 
eventually leading to the activation of the air flow. Once the user lets go of the hose, the air flow ends and the Up ‘n 
Away becomes quiet.

The Up ‘n Away is available with three different dimensions for the hose; 32, 38 and 50mm. The hose is conductive,  
with a value of 104 Ω/m, to prevent electrostatic charges, which means it can safely be used in ATEX zone 21 and 22.

Rotating Support
The rotating support 
provides the hose reel 
with a larger coverage 
thanks to its increased 
mobility.

Conductive hose
Prevents electrostatic 
charges (104 Ω/m)

Retractable hose
Self-retractable, the hose 
returns automatically to 
its starting position upon 
release, thus reducing the 
amount of time for the 
whole cleaning process.

Adjustable hose stopper
Easy to adjust, any user can use 
it to adapt the hanging length of 
the hose for an optimal usage.

Shutter Valve
Linked to the arm, it is the key 
in bringing the hose to life or 
making it quiet again.

Arm
The link between the 
hose and the shutter 
valve.

Self Retracting Hose Reel for Vacuum Hose
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Model Type of support Article 
number

Dimensions
 (LxWxH) Weight Mount (LxW) Hose Ø Hose 

length
Connection Ø 

to piping system
[mm] [kg] [mm] [mm] [m] [mm]

Up ‘n Away 32 Wall support 383210 800x240x650 12 300x40 32 10 50
Up ‘n Away 32 Ceiling support 383220 800x240x650 12 300x40 32 10 50
Up ‘n Away 32 Arm 383215 800x240x650 12 (1000-2000-3000)x40 32 10 50
Up ‘n Away 38 Wall support 383810 800x240x650 12 300x40 38 8,5 50
Up ‘n Away 38 Ceiling support 383820 800x240x650 12 300x40 38 8,5 50
Up ‘n Away 38 Arm 383815 800x240x650 12 (1000-2000-3000)x40 38 8,5 50
Up ‘n Away 50 Wall support 385010 800x240x650 14 300x40 50 7,3 50
Up ‘n Away 50 Ceiling support 385020 800x240x650 14 300x40 50 7,3 50

Area Reached by the Various Models

Technical Specifications

Hose length: 
Covered area:

Hose length: 
Covered area:

Hose length: 
Covered area:

7,3 meters
85 m2

8,5 meters
110 m2

10 meters
155 m2

Up ‘n Away 50

Up ‘n Away 38

Up ‘n Away 32


